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ABSTRACT
This paper describes an experiment in applying sentence alignment methods to Croatian-English parallel corpora and systematically
evaluate their performance within the recall, precision and F-measure framework. It is our primary goal to provide an insight and a
reference point on sentence alignment accuracy for Croatian-English language pair and also to extend the scope of (Tadi, 2000) – to our
knowledge, the first experiment dealing with automatic sentence alignment of Croatian-English parallel corpora – by utilizing newly
implemented tools, creating corpora subsets defined by genre and finally by expanding and formalizing its preliminary observations on
alignment accuracy. Therefore, in this paper we start off by briefly describing and argumenting sentence alignment paradigms of choice
and presenting available language resources, subset of Croatian-English parallel corpus described in (Tadi, 2000) being our primary
asset. These descriptions are followed by a formal definition of our testing framework. Results are then discussed in detail and
conclusions are stated along with a brief insight on possible future work.

1. Introduction
Parallel corpora and especially sentence-aligned bilingual corpora can be very effectively used as a resource for numerous
research projects or in creation of new resources, such as sentence or word alignment projects for computer-assisted
translation, machine translation, multilingual information retrieval, language learning, multilingual terminology bases and
semantic networks. Translation memories used in computer-assisted translation, machine translation or for terminology
extraction, created by the sentence alignment process from the parallel corpus, directly reflect two main problems: corpus
size and divergences in the layout of parallel texts, which can differ regarding the expert intervention in the set up of the
alignment program. For this reason, corpus aligning has caused a great interest and numerous aligners relying on different
methods.
For lesser spread languages, but still having rich cultural and historic pool of texts, creation of electronic tools and resources
is of considerable interest. In the situation when Croatia approaches the European Union, use of common resources has
become important not only for translators, but also for researchers and everyday users. Use of common resources and
translation tools has become an absolute demand in any kind of cooperation activities and international communication.
One of the most well known examples of shared resources is Europarl: the European Parliament corpus, published on the
web (URL http://www.statmt.org/europarl), which has numerous applications in NLP, significant because of its size, number
of languages and various linguistic phenomena included, but also because of its provenance since the sources included are
mainly from the United Nations, European Union or member governments (Koehn, 2005).
The JRC-Acquis Communautaire corpus and its documentation, consisting of 20+ languages are freely available from the
web (at URL http://wt.jrc.it/lt/Acquis). This most voluminous multilingual parallel corpus, consisting of 22 languages, is
especially suitable for cross-information language retrieval, machine translation and machine learning. Part of it is sentencealigned using the Vanilla aligner, applying Gale-Church algorithm (Gale & Church, 1993) and HunAlign (Varga et al., 2005),
which allows benchmarking of alignment tools and algorithms.
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Therefore, the first experiment dealing with evaluation metrics of sentence-aligned Croatian-English corpora has been made
and is described in this paper. As sentence-aligned corpora are more efficient and generally more valuable as a resource
than non-aligned parallel corpora, while planning this investigation, we considered presenting results of automatic sentencelevel alignment of Croatian-English parallel corpora using several different sentence alignment tools, namely SDL Trados
WinAlign, Vanilla aligner (Danielsson & Ridings, 1997), Hunalign (Varga et al., 2005) and CORAL aligner in order to derive a
decision on which of these tools should be utilized in aligning corpora of language pairs Croatian-Languagex in the future.
We also considered Moore's aligner (Moore, 2002) as one of possible solutions but since it was built with the main purpose
of compiling the language models for SMT, which feature only exact (one-to-one) alignments and avoiding other types of
alignments (non-one-to-one), we shifted our interest towards other algorithms. Most of them were discussed and compared
in (Och & Ney, 2003) but what we actually wanted to put in the focus of our interest were the implementations. However,
being that various sentence alignment tools are in fact based on underlying paradigms provided in forms of published or
proprietary algorithms, we chose the scientific method and approach and decided to evaluate sentence alignment of
Croatian-English language pair on paradigms exclusively, focusing on Gale-Church algorithm implemented in CORAL
aligner.
In the following section of the paper, we present in more details these tools and resources utilized in the experiment and
provide argumentation on choices made. Section 3 provides insight on test environment setup, while results are discussed
and future research paths indicated in section 4.

2. Resources and tools
In order to provide a measure sentence alignment accuracy for Croatian-English language pair, there are two basic assets
required – the language sample, i.e. manually (or otherwise) previously aligned parallel corpora and a sentence aligner, i.e. a
program implementing an algorithm that automatically aligns non-aligned corpora. Manual and automatically aligned corpora
are then compared and various methods of inspecting differences provide measures of alignment accuracy. In this section,
we provide insight on these two basic assets while the following section focuses on evaluation framework.
Aligned subsets Croatian-English parallel corpora used in this research consist of:
1. Croatian-English parallel corpus of legislative documents (JOC – Journal of the European Community) and
2. Subset of Croatian-English parallel corpus from the newspaper Croatia Weekly, presented in (Tadi, 2000).
The legislative Croatian-English subset consists out of 6 Croatian legislative documents of about 20 pages consisting of
bylaws, regulations, and decisions of the Croatian government and their translation into English documents. The documents
consist of 6791 words in Croatian and corresponding 8510 words in English, i.e. 48982 characters in Croatian and
corresponding 55567 characters in English due to highly inflective nature of the Croatian language. Documents were
provided in plain text format, manually aligned using CORAL aligner and used as a reference point for automatic alignment
evaluation. Document stats are given in Table 1.

Pages

Words

Characters

document

CRO

ENG

CRO

ENG

CRO

ENG

Bylaws

6

5.5

1311

1982

9238

12301

AMI

4

4.5

1577

1805

11143

11460

e-Sig

10.5

9

3903

4723

28601

31806

Total

20.5

19

6791

8510

48982

55567

Table 1. Legislative documents subcorpus statistics
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Legislative documents are included in the experiment because various statistical machine translation platforms – relying on
sentence- and word-alignment preprocessing – are largely utilized exactly in tasks of translating legal documents i.e. in
multilingual environment of the European Union. It was therefore important to provide results of aligning Croatian and English
in this domain in order to indicate the quality of sentence alignment platform on which future research is to build machine(aided) translation systems.
However, regardless of overall importance of achieving high alignment accuracy on legislative documents, hand-annotated
subset of Croatian-English parallel corpus was the main resource for this specific investigation, being linguistically wellformed and properly annotated by XML structure. The parallel corpus itself was previously described in detail (Tadi, 2000)
as being sourced from the Croatia Weekly newspaper corpus and consisting of approximately 1.6 million tokens for Croatian
and 1.9 million tokens for English.
Stats given in Table 2 indicate that subset size is approximately 32% of the entire parallel corpus when comparing token
counts. As expected, both Croatian and English parts of the parallel subcorpus consist of same numbers of articles, sections,
main titles, subtitles and paragraphs. Minor differences in section and main title counts are caused by human annotation
errors as numbers match exactly when checking for specific errors; i.e. section count for Croatian lacks one section that is
easily found if <DIV0> is replaced by <DIV in search query, clearly indicating a mistyped tag. Findings are similar for main title
counts and a claim can be made that counts of document structure entities are the same.

Croatian

English

1435

1435

Articles </BODY>

1599

1600

Sections </DIV0>

1597

1600

Main titles <HEAD

493

493

Subtitles <HEAD

6327

6327

Paragraphs </P>

22985

25412

Sentences </S>

514428

618462

Words

3402532

3300409

Characters

3918959

3920825

Characters with spaces

4913825

5017745

Bytes

type='NA'>

type='PN'>

Table 2. Cro-Eng subcorpus statistics
When comparing occurrence counts for sentences, words and characters, Croatian and English subcorpora start to differ,
English getting higher numbers in all figures. This is an expected distribution and desired behaviour as structure of
newspaper articles – captured by rows 1 to 5 of Figure 1 – remains the same in Croatian and English, while translation
functions for sentences are never bijective. This conclusion also applies on word selection and subsequently character
counts. As with the entire corpus, manually annotated gold standard subcorpus implements higher token count on English
side with a factor of 1.2 compared to 1.19 overall. Subcorpus sample given in Figure 1 contains XML-wrapped article in
English and Croatian in which structural and textual similarities and differences are illustrated.
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<BODY><DIV0 type="MAIN"><HEAD type="NA">
<S id="CW047199812241407hr.S1">Bestseler u Aucklandu</S>
</HEAD><P>
<S id="CW047199812241407hr.S2">Roman "Croatia Mine" novozelandske Hrvatice Floride Vele
za kratko je vrijeme postao bestselerom u Aucklandu, a autorica se ove godine našla
meu 20 odabranih pisaca tamošnje utjecajne književne priredbe "World Book Day".</S>
<S id="CW047199812241407hr.S3">Roman "Croatia Mine" (u izdanju Quin Pressa iz
Christchurcha) prvi je roman Floride Vele i nadahnut je stanovitim autobiografskim
elementima.</S>
<S id="CW047199812241407hr.S4">Prati sudbinu jedne hrvatske obitelji iz Podogore - od
iseljeništva iz Jugoslavije pa do snova i ljubavi prema dalekoj domovini Hrvatskoj.</S>
</P>
<BYLINE>(Veernji list)</BYLINE></DIV0></BODY>

<BODY><DIV0 type="MAIN"><HEAD type="NA">
<S id="CW047199812241407en.S1">BOOK BY CROATIAN AUTHORS BECOMES BESTSELLER IN
AUCKLAND</S></HEAD>
<P>
<S id="CW047199812241407en.S2">The novel <I>Croatia Mine</I>, by Florida Vela, a Croat
from New Zealand, quickly became the bestseller in Auckland.</S>
<S id="CW047199812241407en.S3">The author was placed on the list of twenty select
writers of World Book Day, an influential local literary event. <I>Croatia Mine</I>
(published by Quin Press from Christchurch) is the first novel by Florida Vela, and it
was inspired by certain autobiographical elements.</S>
<S id="CW047199812241407en.S4">It follows the fate of a Croatian family from Podogora from their emigration from Yugoslavia to their later dreams and yearning for their
distant homeland of Croatia.</S>
</P>
<BYLINE>(<I>Veernji list</I>)</BYLINE></DIV0></BODY>

Figure 1. Croatian-English parallel corpus sample
Second choice was that of sentence aligner. As stated in first section, among many alignment tools implementing many
standard and specialized algorithms, we chose to provide figures on Croatian-English pair using a less-known aligner named
CORAL (CORpus ALigner), being developed in Java at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, University of
Zagreb. There are two main reasons behind this choice: one is that it implements a standard Gale-Church algorithm that we
wanted to evaluate and the other is encompassed by joint programme Computational Linguistic Models and Language
Technologies for Croatian and its goals described in (Dalbelo Baši et al., 2007): CORAL aligner is envisioned to be a default
platform for sentence alignment (automatic and human assisted) of language pairs Croatian-LanguageX and thorough
evaluation is required in order to develop newer and better versions of the tool. CORAL was previously evaluated on EnglishSlovene parallel corpus extracted from MULTEXT-East v3 specification (Erjavec, 2004) but was not yet presented to the
community by the time this paper was published.
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Figure 2. CORAL screenshot

3. Evaluation method
Evaluation method used in this experiment was highly influenced by the one presented in (Langlais et al., 1998), i.e. set of
methods used during the ARCADE text alignment evaluation project we chose as a starting point for our own experiment.
Figure 3 provides an example on which evaluation techniques are demonstrated.

AR

s1

Ovo je prva reenica.

s2

Ovo je druga reenica i nalik je prvoj

s1

Ovo je prva reenica.

AS
s2

Ovo je druga reenica i nalik je prvoj.

t1

This is the first sentence.

t2

This is the second sentence.

t3

It looks like the first.

t1

This is the first sentence.

t2

This is the second sentence.

t3

It looks like the first.

Figure 3. Example reference and system alignment
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Formal description is as follows. We consider source text S and output text T as a sequence of alignments {s1, …, sn} and
{t1, …, tm}, respectively. This basic setting is also shown by Figure 3. An alignment A is then defined rather
straightforward as a subset of Cartesian product of power-sets 2S × 2T. We then call the 3-tuple (S, T, A) a bitext and
each of its elements is called a bisegment. Given these definitions, we set up two basic evaluation methods and consider two
additional tweak or helper methods as proposed by (Langlais et al., 1998).

3.1. Basic F1-measure
Recall and precision are easily defined on a bitext:
recall

AS  AR

,

AR

precision

AS  AR
AS

Being that recall basically measures coverage alone and precision deals with counting correct hits, F1-measure (Rijsbergen,
1979) is chosen for merging these two outputs:
F1 measure

2

recall u precision
recall  precision

On example in Figure 2, the measures calculate as follows:
AR = {({s1}, {t1}), ({s2}, {t2, t3})}
AS = {({s1}, {t1}), ({}, {t2}), ({s2}, {t3})}
AR AS = {({s1}, {t1})}, | AR AS| = 1; | AR | = 2; | AS | = 3
recall = 0.50; precision = 0.33; F1-measure = 0.40

Being that this framework is rather harsh – an average observer would intuitively state that the alignment presented in Figure
2 is better than F1-measure indicates – and also rather high-level-oriented, we introduced, once again according to (Langlais
et al., 1998) metrics, other and more finely-grained bi-segment subdivisions and cast the F1-measure framework onto them.
In the presented example some segments are only partially correct, e.g. ({s2}, {t3}), which is the reason to measure recall
and precision at the sentence level, and not at the alignment level.

3.2. Sentence track F1-measure
Given alignments AR={ar1,…,arn} and AS={a1,…,am}, with ai=(asi,ati) and arj=(arsj,artj), sentence-to-sentence level
metrics can also be defined:
Once again, on example set in Figure 2, the sets are defined and measures calculated as follows:
A'R = {({s1}, {t1}), ({s2}, {t2}), ({s2}, {t3})}
A'S = {({s1}, {t1}), ({s2}, {t3})}
A'R A'S = {({s1}, {t1}), ({s2}, {t3})}, | A'R A'S| = 2; | A'R | = 3; | A'S | = 2
recall = 2/3=0.66; precision = 2/21; F-measure = 0.80

It is now obvious that sentence granularity and measure is much more forgiving than that of an alignment granularity and that
it is also somewhat closer to human evaluation. We thus chose sentence track F1-measure as a solid base for our
experiment.
Method of (Langlais et al., 1998.) suggests tuning sentence track F1-measure by added granularity as A'R and A'S set
cardinality could be expressed in terms of token count and character count. These tweaks are called word granularity and
character granularity by (Langlais et al., 1998.) and we chose to waive them for purposes of this experiment. We find them
somewhat useful, as they introduce reward to partial correctness of sentence alignment, but also judge them as inherent to
the Gale-Church algorithm by default and therefore not to be of major effect to overall results. We proceed to results
presentation for alignment track and sentence track evaluation in the following section.
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4. Results and discussion
Evaluation results on alignment level and sentence level F1-measure track are provided in Table 3 for both legislative
documents corpora and Croatian-English parallel subcorpus.
When considering results provided by (Gale and Church, 1993) for the core algorithm and results of (Langlais et al, 1998.)
for various specific algorithms, pre- and post-processing steps encapsulating Gale-Church algorithm, these results delivered
by CORAL are rather predictable and expected. Being that Gale-Church algorithm is proven to work excellent in detecting
one-on-one alignments and legislative texts provided in our test case are both really small – 6791 words for Croatian, 8510
words for English overall – and straightforward in terms of manual alignment complexity, figure of 97-98% correct alignments
is not surprising.

Alignment track

Sentence track

Precision

Recall

F-measure

Precision

Recall

F-measure

Legislative

96.80

96.15

96.47

97.82

97.47

97.64

Cro-Eng

91.40

93.65

92.51

94.20

93.97

94.08

Table 3. Alignment and sentence track F1-measure on Croatian-English parallel corpora
Alignment on Croatian-English parallel corpus could be improved, on the other hand. Lower results are seen as a direct
consequence of increased complexity on newspaper texts, where the basic Gale-Church algorithm encounters larger number
of non-one-to-one (one-to-n, n-to-one, one-to-zero, zero-to-one, n-to-n, n-to-m) manual alignments and resolves these with
decreased accuracy, as reported in (Gale and Church, 1993) and many papers that followed.
5. Future work
The work presented in this paper certainly leaves room for improvements. Results of this research would without doubt be
better with larger and/or annotated corpora, which then could be used for tasks such as word alignment, terminology
extraction, creation of thesauri, online dictionaries, semantic networks, etc. If corpora were also POS/MSD tagged and/or
lemmatized, it would considerably reduce information search, ambiguities and would enable significantly better exploitation of
the text. This we would like to leave for further directions of investigation. Integration of the Croatian language into this kind
of multilingual surrounding that exists for other European languages, would enable adding one more language and additional
research on new cross-language relations and identities.
Beyond the scope of building additional corpora and enriching existing ones with linguistic annotation, technical
improvements might include implementing pre- and post-processing steps around the core Gale-Church algorithm in order to
handle possible non-one-to-one alignments with higher recall and precision. The algorithm itself – as a dynamic
programming method – might enable additional tweaks or integration with other language preprocessing modules. Future
research activities could include alignment experiments at the lower linguistic level i.e. word level or they could include
building basic language models and finally experimental systems for statistical machine translation on results presented in
this paper.
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